CORONAVIRUS ( COVID-19 )
DECONTAMINATION AND CLEANING SERVICES

Fast, professional cleaning services of virus
infected office sites.
Recent outbreaks of Coronavirus (COVID-19) have heightened
the need for remediation and decontamination of common
interior surfaces and the safe disposal of infected materials.

As a New York City premium cleaning provider, Cleany has the
strategically-placed resources to provide the fastest, most
comprehensive cleaning and decontamination services
available.
Our cleaning services are delivered by trained personnel using
company owned assets, giving your organization the agility to
act quickly & effectively to cleanup dangerous public health
threats.
Our training and service methodologies are based onthe
highest standards and the highest cleaning principles & we
have a proven track record of success.
Positive effects from a Clean Office:

Removing dust, dirt, and germs means your employees will
get sick less often, and individuals with allergies will have to
contend with fewer allergens An immaculate office
appearance creates an image of professionalism and
attention to detail, suggesting to customers that your
business offers real value and doesn't cut corners.
A clean, fresh environment will boost your employee's
mood which will lead to higher productivity

The outbreak of Coronavirus (COVID-19) is a rapidly evolving
situation. As a leader in emergency response to hazardous and
infectious events, Cleany is committed to the health and safety
of our employees and our customers.

CLEANYS' INFECTIOUS CLEANING SERVICES
Offices are full of germs, and some of them may lurk in places that
you might not expect. An office desk may be up to 400 times more
contaminated with infectious germs than a restroom toilet seat.

Playing it Safe
Cleaning and then disinfecting environmental surfaces in your
home and office are fundamental in reducing the spread of
the virus.Having a janitorial service like Cleany to come in and
clean your office is the first step to reduce the spread of the
virus, and standard practices such as hand washing and
having your employees stay home when they are sick are
essential.
Cleany has made a conscious effort over the years to seek out
and use the most effective cleaning products. With that being
said, our team cleans with a CDC and EPA approved industrial
strength disinfectants with a broad spectrum kill claim.These
CDC and EPA approved industrial-strength disinfectants is a
cleaning product for odors and germs. Unliketraditional
disinfectants that kill bacteria from the inside out in 7-10
minutes, they work from the outside in, in 30-90 seconds.
We will...Disinfect, Sanitize & Deodorize. Our CDC and EPA
approved industrial-strength disinfectants, don't contain
VOC's and are not carcinogenic. Just a highly effective
cleaningproduct that fights odors, allergies, mold, and
pathogens, and it does not create harmful by-products.

When was the last time you cleaned your Smartphone?
With all of that touching, your phone is a breeding ground
for bacteria. Many phones can be kept clean by wiping them down
with rubbing alcohol; however, check the manufacturer's
instructions before doing so.
Restrooms pretty much go without saying. According to a study by
Life's Little Mysteries, "Within an hour of normal use,there were
500,000 bacterial cells per square inch on the bathroom surfaces,
on average."
Kitchens and break rooms are also places for high-risk infectious
germs. Think about it; surfaces such as refrigerator handles,
microwaves, and cabinet doors can serve as homes for bacteria.

Health & Safety is Cleanys’ #1 Priority
Cleanys’ number one priority is the health, safety and
compliance of our operations on your sites and ours.
Employees at all levels of the company share this philosophy
and are committed to ensuring our safety goals are met.

CORONAVIRUS HOTLINE

FOR MORE INFORMATION

(212) 851 6134

bookcleany.com/coronavirus-booking

support@bookcleany.com

